
Your Life. Your Energy.

Power your home with Solar
24 Hours a Day (Yes! Even at Night)

Become up to 90% Solar Power Independent 
with our new SENEC.Home V3 Hybrid. 
Now with a 20 Year Extended Warranty and 
Unlimited Solar Recharging Cycles.

senec.com
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Innovation Driver 
SENEC has set the standard from the very  
beginning - with powerful smart power storage  
and groundbreaking power products.

We understand that people want comprehensive 
solutions for their independent energy supply.  
 
We are consistently continuing on this path -
with technologies and solutions that are already 
thinking about tomorrow today.

Made in Germany
We do not compromise on quality. 

Our stores are developed and manufactured in 
Germany. SENEC products are durable and offer 
maximum safety. 

That's what we stand for - with the best guarantee 
promise on the market. SENEC.Home V3 Hybrid 
comes with a 20 year extended warranty and is 
engineered for unlimited solar recharging cycles 
(more than any of our competitors)

Strong with EnBW
We are part of one of the largest energy supply  
companies in Germany and Europe, trusted by mil-
lions of people.  
 
Together with EnBW, we work on the future of your 
energy supply when it comes to electricity and rene-
wable energies. So we certainly offer you intelligent 
solutions.

Full Australian Service
Our certified specialist partners are there for you 
and are always at your side for any questions. 

You plan your all-round solution for the Self-supply 
with solar power according to your individual needs 
and install it expertly.  
 
Our experienced partners have helped many  
Australians with solar panels become up to 90% 
power self-sufficient with a multi- award winning 
SENEC Home Solar Battery Storage System.

Your Life. Your Energy.
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My SENEC and the SENEC App
See the status of your power storage and the amount of your grid feed so you always 
have an overview of all components and the associated power flows and know at any 
time, to what proportion you provide your home with its own power. All values can be 
traced in clear info graphics in the daily, weekly, monthly and yearly contexts.

"We love using the SENEC App"
"Our power bill went from $510 to $292 within the first 
month of getting our SENEC battery. That was a $200 
reduction within just half a billing cycle. We love using 
the SENEC App to see our usage and generation. We 
now use delay timers on the washing machine and 
dryer so they run while we are at work. This is power 
that would have previously been wasted. If you are a 
high consumer like our family, SENEC Solar Batteries 
just make so much sense! Our draw from the grid has 
dropped so dramatically. I am weirdly looking forward to 
our next power bill to see the full big decrease."

Rosalie Beveridge | Western Australia



SENEC is a company of EnBW Energie Baden-Württemberg AG.
All statements without guarantee. Only the terms and conditions of SENEC GmbH apply, which are listed under senec.com 
and in separate power supply contracts. Non-binding assumptions, simplified consideration. Taxes, equipment residual 
value and possibly ongoing and replacement costs are not taken into account. Investment price exemplified, depending on 
size and components / assembly.

Solar panels are great money savers whilst 
the sun shines. But now you can store that 
valuable free energy and use it whenever you 
want - even at night. 

SENEC is a rechargeable battery that 
automatically steps in when the sun 
goes down. It manages your power 
needs without you doing a thing. 

Control when you use your solar 
power. When the grid’s stretched
 to capacity and most people are
 paying the top rate for their 
electricity, you’ll be totally 
independent. With SENEC you can
also supply electricity to your home 
when there’s a mains power cut, so 
you can keep your essential appliances 
running during a blackout. 

SENEC Australia 
(08) 6280 1206 | hello@senec.com 
PO BOX 1476, Osborne Park DC, Western Australia 6916
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"My bills went from $700 to $70"
"Thanks to my SENEC solar battery, my power bills in 
summer went from $700 to $70 as compared to only 
having solar panels. There was one cycle where my 
power bill was negative. If you have solar panels, you're 
missing the bang for the buck without one of these. Aus-
tralia has so much sunshine, it would be silly to not make 
the most of it with solar power. Thanks to the SENEC app 
I know exactly how much power is being produced and 
used at all times. It really is an amazing product!"

Wayne Spilsbury | Western Australia
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